
Biography
 
After graduating from the BA Design program at Raffles 
Hong Kong in 2014, Rickyy’s graduate collection was 
selected for exhibit during Hong Kong Fashion Week, and 
appeared in the “Visceral Instinct” fashion show during Hong 
Kong Fashion Week 2015, and again at “The Hub'' trade fair 
HK in 2015. Following this, Rickyy showed his Spring 
Summer 16/17 collection during Vancouver Fashion Week 
and LA Fashion Week, as well as showing the 
“MAN/WOMAN'' showroom in Shanghai Fashion Week. The 
brand took a short hiatus as Rickyy studied for his MA 
Fashion at the renowned Bunka University in Tokyo / ENSAD 
Paris double degree program, showing his Masters graduate 
collection in Paris during the ENSAD show in July 2019.

About Rickyy Wong Studio

Rickyy Wong Studio is the Hong Kong based designer 
fashion label founded by Rickyy Wong, and after graduated 
from Tokyo’s Bunka fashion school and Paris’ ENSAD double 
MA program. Over the past two years, the brand has refined 
their eclectic aesthetic, clashing disparate influences from 
structured tailoring and bias-cut silks, performance fabrics 
and new generation fibers to create a look rooted 
simultaneously in the past and future.

The brand’s signatures include eye-catching original prints, 
knits and jacquards which are developed in-house each 
season. The studio’s locally made products capture the 
essence of Hong Kong’s craft heritage - reworking Chinese 
motifs and design elements and playing on the city’s tailoring 
and dressmaking heritage - to create contemporary designs, 
informed by the designer’s training and experience in Japan 
and Europe.

CONTACT US
e: sales@rickyywong.com
FB: Rickyy Wong｜ IG: rickyy.wong_official
www.rickyywong.com
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ACID SILK SHIRT WITH "ECHO" JACQUARD AND WOOL LONGLINE COAT  

Both from Fall Winter 2022 menswear collection Digital Reinspection. Long 
Sleeve Collared Shirt cut in lightweight silk satin, relaxed fit with tonal shell 
buttons. For the coat, it is a single breasted longline jacquard blazer with a 
Japanese wool contrast panel, cut in our seasonal FW22 "ECHO'' jacquard 
designed by Hong Kong textile designer Himmy Ho.

JACQUARD KNIT MINI DRESS

It is from our Fall Winter 2022 womenswear "HYPER_CRAFTS". Knitted in a 
soft and smooth blended yarn, this jacquard knit features a bodycon fit with a 
mini mock neck rib neck band and all over floral motif.


